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Glee Club, 1960s & 1970s

- Led by Director/Conductor, J. Robert Sheehan
- Included the Religious Sisters of Mercy and students of the College.
- The glee club presented programs during the Christmas season and for the Spring Festivals.
RBDB Grant-2016

• Digitized three record albums from the Maria College Archives to compact discs to mp3s.
• We had many trainings with Ilka Morse to upload collection to New York Heritage site.
• Metadata included: 33.3 vinyl record; Track 13; 04:29 minutes
• Technical Data: What’s Happening Productions digitized collection. In metadata field, we added that they produced digital audio files from 33.3 record albums; 1.60 mb; 128 kbps
Challenges of the Project

• Learning Contentdm.
• Understanding what to add to metadata.
• Determining Copyright - In this case, copyright was undetermined.
• Not knowing if the record album was available to purchase or not.
Outcomes of Project

• Audiofiles added to NY Heritage.
• Sound quality is decent and sounds like recording from album.
• Supporting Maria College Mission
• Grant money is helping update Quiet Study area of Maria College Library.
• NY Heritage Collection Record
Hserdee Moo, Student of Maria College

